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NASA Johnson Style (Gangnam Style parody) 

NASA Johnson Style IMPACT!..At a Glance 

Type  Impressions (As of 1/28 – Estimated) 

 

YouTube 

 

4,355,810  ReelNASA YouTube views;  

6,282 comments  

 

Twitter 

 

115,031 Twitter account reached with  information  

(comments, video link, re-tweets, etc.) about  

NASA Johnson Style 

 

 

 

Facebook 

NASA’s Johnson Space Center 

278 likes, 33 comments, 251 shares 

International Space Station 

265 likes, 26 comments, 139 shares 

JSC Students 

182 likes, 50 comments, 69 shares 

JSC Education 

20 likes, 15 comments 

Teaching From Space 

17 likes, 10 comments 

 

Media 

 

840,790,876 (Online and print) 

Goals: 

•Promote NASA and current activities 
•Promote STEM education 
•Encourage young people to participate in NASA student programs and other JSC 
education programs 
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NASA Johnson Style IMPACT!..At a Glance 
•During the time NJS has been posted, ReelNASA has gained 4,727 new subscribers, 
with 1,222 of those subscribers in the United States 
 
•A net total of 10,094 users added NJS to their YouTube favorites 
 
•www.nasa.gov saw increases in traffic from YouTube and YouTube mobile that 
parallel the release of the NASA Johnson Style video 
 
•The  NJS project initiated a great PAO/Education/HR collaboration. JSC Education and 
HR participated in media interviews and were mentioned in the NJS press release. 
Information about JSC students programs was presented to the public. 

Comments from the public… 
 

“I was so confused as to what was going on (at NASA) but now I know!” 
 

“Super cool video. Science is great and funny. Thank you NASA guys.” 
 

“I first watched this at school where my teacher (Mrs. Davey) showed it to us.” 
 

“Smart, talented, hardworking young people.” 

Country Views 

United States 1,527,452 

Japan 364,781 

Germany 233,833 

United Kingdom 144,418 

Canada 116,344 

Top 5 countries who views NASA Johnson Style… 
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Houston Chronicle Google + Hangout 

•JSC organized the center’s first Google + Hangout with the Houston Chronicle 
 
•G+ participants included NJS production team, JSC education, and Pathways Internship 
program 
 

•The G+ event has been uploaded to Reel NASA. As of Jan. 28, 3,475  people have 
viewed the event 
 
ISS Live – Interview with Adam Naids 
•Dan Huot interviewed Adam Naids and the NJS video was broadcasted.  The interview 

has been uploaded to Reel NASA. As of Jan. 28, 2,599 people have viewed the interview  
 

Media Coverage/ Targeted media outreach 
•Several major media market publications covered NASA Johnson Style including, the 

Houston Chronicle, LA Times, Denver Post, Huffington Post, and more 
 
•PAO-Comm./Outreach pitched the NJS story to hometown papers and school papers 

which garnered interest and produced stories from the Penn State Daily Collegian 
(46,000 impressions) and the  Secaucus, New Jersey Home News  (4,000 
impressions) 
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Impression = 325, 814 (print)  

A few media clips… 
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Impression = 21, 790,486 (online)   
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Impression = 151,577 (online)  
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Impression = 4,000(print)  
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NASA’s Johnson Style Is A Gangnam Style Parody 

http://www.ubergizmo.com/2012/12/nasas-johnson-style-is-a-gangnam-style-parody/  
 

The folks over at NASA know how to work hard and play hard. NASA’s latest project isn’t a probe 

or a satellite, instead, it is a quirky educational parody of Psy’s Gangnam Style. The main goal of 

the project is to inform the public about the amazing work going on at NASA and the Johnson 

Space Center. As seen above, the nearly 4-minute video is entitled “NASA Johnson Style,” and it is 

basically a volunteer outreach video project created by the students of NASA’s Johnson Space 

Center. 
 

NASA says that the lyrics and scenes in the video have been re-imagined. Unfortunately, Psy isn’t 

the star of the video, but NASA did a good job of picking the best guy to do the horse dancing. 

Instead of featuring the Gangnam District in Korea, the video was shot inside NASA’s mission 

control center were advanced flight simulators and rockets are hosted. One section of the quirky 

song goes, Science everywhere. As we engineer the marvels that fly though the air.” 

It is to sensitize public on the space center's research work  

CIOL Bureau 

http://www.ciol.com/ciol/news/123342/watch-nasas-gangnam-style 

  

BANGALORE, INDIA: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has posted a 

parody of the viral K-pop number, Gangnam Style, on its YouTube page. 

In its own take on the song popularized by South Korean singer Psy, NASA has intended to 

sensitize the public on the research work being carried out at its centers, especially the Lyndon B. 

Johnson Space Center. 

 

Johnson Style, as it is called, has students performing to the tune of Gangnam Style, with the 

characteristic imaginary horse-riding steps, in NASA's mission control area, alongside rockets and 

advanced flight simulators. 
 

It is not only students, but the video also features astronauts Tracy Caldwell Dyson, Mike 

Massimino and Clay Anderson, apart from scientists and researchers at its centre. 

Impression = 349,679 (online)  

Impression = Uknown (online)  
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Other media outlets covering NJS… 

Publication Headline Impression # 

Denver Post CU-Boulder students help create 
NASA's hit 'Gangnam Style' parody 

412,669 

 
Wired.com 

NASA Johnson Style  
(Gangnam Style Parody) 

44.5 million  Unique 
page views per 

month 

 
TheVerge.com 

NASA celebrates Johnson Space 
Center with 'Gangnam Style' parody 

355,896 Unique 
page views per 

month 

Boulder Daily Camera CU-Boulder students help create 
NASA's hit 'Gangnam Style' parody 

 
Unknown 

 
Colorado Daily 

CU-Boulder students help create 
NASA's hit 'Gangnam Style' parody 

 
10,000 

 
 

Washington Times 

 
Psy’s Gangnam Style hits one billion 

views; The best cover versions 
(VIDEO) – NJS: Best out of this world 

spoof 

 
738,211 Unique 
page views per 

month 

United Press 
International.com 

 
Gangnam Style hits 1 billion views 

w/ spoofs included 
 

 
Unknown 

 
FoxNews.com 

 
Best Viral Video: Week of Dec. 21 

15,980,280 Unique 
page views per 

month 


